A study was conducted to measure the effect of the Booster extraction equipment on the dispersion function of the Booster when configured for polarized proton acceleration. This study had two primary goals. The first was to verify that the current Booster model accurately predicts the Booster dispersion function and the change in that function caused by the Booster fast extraction 4-bump. The second was to model the effect of the F3 kicker pulse on the dispersion at the F6 septum. The study was motivated in part by a need to provide more accurate Twiss parameter starting values to the BTA model, which begins at the upstream end of the F6 septum.
Introduction
The Booster fast extraction process into the Booster to AGS (BTA) transfer line consists of three major elements: the extraction bump, the F3 kicker and the F6 septum.
The extraction bump consists of a series of four "backlegs". These backlegs are additional windings around the F2, F4, F7 and A1 main dipole magnets. During the extraction process, the four backlegs are pulsed and create a closed orbit distortion in both position and angle centered on the F6 septum. The time dependence of the pulses are half-sine waves with a base width of approximately 5 ms. Further treatment of the Booster extraction equipment can be found in [1] and [2] .
At the peak of the extraction bump the F3 kicker fires. The F3 is a kicker magnet consisting of four modules which, when fired, moves the trajectory of the circulating beam across the F6 septum and into BTA. All of the beam in the Booster is extracted in one turn.
The upstream end of the F6 septum is the "hand-off point" between the Booster model and that of BTA. Consequently it appears only as a place-holder (a "marker") in the Booster model.
There is no PUE at the F6 location owing to the size of the septum itself. As such, the dispersion at that point could not be experimentally verified.
MODELED AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The following parameters were supplied to the MAD8 model of the Booster. These parameters correspond to the flattop of a machine configured for polarized proton acceleration (Gγ = 4. Three separate data sets were produced with these parameters. The first of these, which we call the "off bump" case, set the fast extraction four-bump magnet windings (F2, F4, F7, A1) to zero current. The second of these (the "on bump" case) was produced with the four-bump magnet currents set to their archived setpoint values. Orbit and dispersion data were recorded for both of these configurations.
The third data set was produced with a model consisting only of the Booster line between the F3 kicker magnet and the upstream end of the F6 septum, using the Twiss parameters generated by the "on bump" case as starting values at the F3. The kick at the F3 was then varied over a range from zero through the normal operating range (near 5 mrad for polarized protons) and the orbit and dispersion at the mouth of the F6 calculated.
The model treats the four backleg windings as error fields on the main dipole magnets F2, F4, F7 and A1.
Effect of extraction bump

Orbits
The orbit data is reproduced below in Figs. 1 (on bump), 2 (off bump) and 3 (on bumpoff bump). The error bars represent the standard deviation of repeated measurements made over several Booster cycles. Shown below in Table 2 are the r.m.s. differences between the model and the observed data.
Machine errors (i.e. the deviations of the real orbit in the off bump case from zero) are not accounted for in the model and this is expected to degrade the fit of the model to the raw orbit data. The difference orbit, however, should be largely devoid of error harmonics since one can expect that they are subtracted out. It should be noted that the tune shift caused by the extraction bump is of order 10 -3 and thus does not significantly affect the strength of the orbit harmonic errors. Any false offsets in the PUEs are also removed by taking the difference.
The r.m.s deviation from the model is not, however, significantly improved with the raw orbit subtracted. The deviation looks to be systematic. The actual currents in the magnets were not recorded at the time of the study and it is probable that the values retrieved from the archives do not quite represent the actual situation, thus degrading the accuracy of the modeled bump.
Dispersion
Shown below are the resulting dispersion functions (modeled and observed) for the "on bump" (Fig. 4) , "off bump" (Fig. 5) , and difference data (Fig. 6) . Error bars are derived from the error bars of the measured orbits. The r.m.s. differences in dispersion between the model and the observations are summarized below in Table 2 . The difference data in Fig. 6 is the least challenging to the system since it only requires the model to be right "at the margin". The full set of MAD output data for the F3 and F6 for the on and off bump cases are found in Tables 4 and 5 .
The model predicts that the dispersion at the F6 septum due to the extraction bumps is 2.389 m, where the dispersion with no bump is 2.770 m, a change of about 13%. 
Effect of F3 kicker
The modeled change in dispersion caused by F3 is small, approximately 0.004 m/mrad kick from the F3, which is nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than the effect of the bumps themselves. The expression for the dispersion at F6 as a function of the kick at F3, with the extraction bumps on (from linear least squares regression on the modeled points) is:
Here D is the horizontal dispersion at F6 in meters, and θ is the strength of the F3 kick in milliradians.
As was mentioned, the model's predictions about dispersion at F6 could not be experimentally verified owing to the lack of a PUE at that location. The predicted orbit data, however, agrees with the parameters in the Booster Design 
